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fAnswer any two questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate fu1l marks.]

1(a) Refrigeration is essential part of modem era: Justifr your opinion on the basis of
applications and functions.

Compare Heat Engine, Refrigeration and Heat Pump. Hence show that COP of
heat pump is greater than Unity.

An Ice plant produces 15 tonnes of ice per day at 00C using water at room
temperature of 290C. Estimate the power rating of the compfessor- motor, if the

C.O,P of the plant is 2.5 and overall electro-mechanical efficiency is 88%.

Point out the properties of Refrigerant. Write down chemical formula and

chemical name of given Refrigerant:

i). R12 i0. R233 ii0. R718

Draw an Ammonia-Hydrogen refrigerator and describe its working principle.

Ciassifu Air Conditioning system.

Write the advantages and disadvantages of vapor compression Refrigeration

system over air refrigeration system.

A Carnot refrigeration cycle absorbs heat at -30C and rejects it at27aC'

i. Calculate the COP of this refrigeration cycle.

ii. If the cycle is absorbing 1130KJ/min at -30 how, many kJ of work is
required per second?

Par-t: B
fAnswer any three questions from the foilowings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

a(a) Define: i) Humidity. ii) Wet bulb temperature.
iii) Dew point temperature. iv) Relative humidity.
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4(b) 7 kg of air at 350C dry bulb temperature and 50% relative humidity is mixed
wittr + kg of ai at tS0C ary- bulb temperature and 150C dew point
temperafure. Calculate specific humidity and the dry bulb temperature of the

s(a)

s(b)

mirture
Mention the composition of Dry Air.

Write down the factors w'hich affecting Air Conditioning.
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5(c) A theater of 1200 seating capacity is to be air conditioned for summer 5

conditions with the following data:

Outdoor Conditions 300C DBT and 55% RH
Required Conditions 200C DBT and 60% RH
Amount of air supplied 0.25 m3lmiLy'person

Find the sensible heat, latent heat removed from the air per minute
. And sensible heat factor for the system"

6(a) Show that for the maximum hydraulic efficiency wheel velocity (v) should 5

be half of the Jet velocity (V).

6(b) An inward flow reaction turbine, having an extemal diameter of 1.5 meter runs at 5

400 rpm. The velocity of flow at inlet is 10mis. If the guide blade angle is 150,

find
(i) absolute velociry of water. (ii) velocity of whirl at inlet
(iii) inlet vane angle of the runner and (iv) reiative velocity at inlet.

7(a) \\t'rite dow'n the difference between Impulse and R-eaction Turbine. 3

7(b) What is negative slip of the pump? 2

1(c) A centrifugal pump has external and internal impeller diameters as 600 mm and 5

300mm respectively. The vane angle at inlet and outlet are 300 and 450

respectiveiy. If the water enters the irnpeiier at 2.5 rnls. Calculate:

a) Speed of impeller r.p.m b). work done per kN of water.


